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The present paper is the sixth part of a series methodologically summarizing 
the publications based on the study of the materials of the Archives. In this case a 
historically shorter period that, however, is rich in results of geological investigations 
will be summed up.

The National Geological Archives as a department of the Hungarian Geological 
Survey, in accordance with its basic function collects, systematically processes and 
evaluates the manuscript geological reports. One of the results of this evaluation is 
the series describing the main trends of geological investigations for predetermined 
periods as reflected by the holdings of the National Geological Archives. This series 
of studies began by a paper written by GY. VITALIS (1988, 1989, 1990) then it was 
continued by I. SZENTIRMAI (1991, 1992), and we strongly hope that it is interesting 
for the professional circles (E. ERD£lYI-TOTH 1991). The cited reports are mentioned 
within the text with their archival number of registration in brackets. For this reason 
they are not included in the “References” of this paper.

The territory of the country during the period referred to was increased. 
The investigations were concentrated, first of all, on the newly reannexed re
gions but the exploration in the “original” country was not neglected either. 
The locality of the sites mentioned in the reports of exploration for mineral 
resources are shown in Fig. 1.

The investigations carried out by the staff of the Royal Hungarian Geo
logical Institute (today Hungarian Geological Survey) in the given period are 
well summarized in the “Director’s reports” issued by L. Lóczy Jr. (T 5775; 
Ált. 11; T 1407; T 1408; Ált. 12; T 1686; Ált. 13). These contain the annual 
work of investigation of the Institute. These reports reflect the fact that beside 
the systematic geological mapping economic-geological investigations were also 
carried out. Like in the previous period the Institute kept hands on all the 
state-financed investigations and was-a^ consulting organization for controlling 
private and concessional explorations.
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Geological reports of science-historical importance... 397

Coal exploration, due to the increased energy demands of World War II, 
was continued. All over the country including the temporarily re-attached parts, 
besides the general surveys, the exploration for Carboniferous coal deposits was 
going on. According to I. F erenczi (Ált. 12; 1940) the coal deposits had to 
be explored, due to the deposition a features by horizontal and inclined shafts 
instead of drilling. Unfortunately, this coal occurrence represented only a matter 
of geological interest.

The Jurassic coal deposits of the Mecsek Mts, were studied in this period, 
first of all along the northern margins of the local coal range area by the 
Salgótarján Coal Mines Co. that had an interest in the business. On the area 
of complicated tectonics and geological setting S. V itális prepared two un
published reports about the Ófalu—Zsibrik region in 1942 and 1943 (M.X.42; 
and M.X.48) respectively. In 1938 P. Rozlozsnik compiled a manuscript report 
entitled Coal 52 (Szén 52) concerning “the coal deposits of Magyaregregy”. 
Here it was concluded that the existence of coal fields of a greater extent is 
out of question. In a study of 1941 entitled “Report on the geological explora
tion of the area between Zobákpuszta and Komló” (M.X.20) S. V itális men
tioned the 800.07-m-deep borehole Zobákpuszta III. In his opinion “the results 
achieved by deep drilling are practically of minor significance”. The thickness 
of the exploitable coal deposit cut across in a depth interval of 572 m was 
estimated by him as 6.0—6.6 m. .

I. V itális , in two reports prepared in 1942 (M.X.21; M.X.22) proposed 
to the Salgótarján Coal Mines Co. to obtain the mining rights of the (Mecsek) 
Jánosi—(Kis)Battyán—(Mecsekfa)Budafa area. As an illustration fór his pro
posal he attached to his report a geological profile shown in Fig. 2.

The areal extent of the Cretaceous coal deposit according to I. V itális ’s 
report prepared in 1939 (B.X.30) entitled “Report on the coal deposits of Ajka” 
may be 10—12 km2 with ca. 26 million tons of resource. He thought, however, 
that “by making the most of the rock pressure even 30—35 million tons might 
be mined.”

i  sikeres 'fú rást a dJc-ény.i irányban á t.fek te te tt sze lv é n y ,il-

Fig. 2. I. VlTÁLIS’s interpreting geological section set up across the Komló area 
2. ábra. VITÁLIS I. értelmező földtani szelvényvázlata Komló környékéről



In his paper “Report on the coal deposits at Bódé (B.x. 28; 1939) I. VI
TÁLIS writes that the borehole to be deepened could offer some informa
tion... On the Eocene coal deposits of the Paleogene Basin, and perhaps on the 
continuation of the Cretaceous coal deposit in the Ajka region.” In another 
report (B.X.35; 1941), through drillings he expects the discovery of Eocene 
and Cretaceous coal deposits in the Magyarpolány-(Tósok)Berénd—Devecser 
estate of the Zirc Abbey.

Concerning the Eocene coal J. Noszky Jr. in his report “A survey of the 
area between Antalhegy and Csókahegy near Mór” (Szén 51, 1934) came to 
the conclusion that coal cannot be expected to have been present, however, 
significant amounts of Mn ore are previsible. On the “drillings of the prospec
tive coal region” of Sárisáp—Nagysáp, a report of S. V itális (Szén 54; 1940) 
gives an account. He emphasized the importance of detailed geological mapping 
because in this way “conclusion can be drawn in advance concerning the ex
pected depth of the boreholes i.e. of the coal deposits”.

Of the several reports concerning the younger coal deposits the “Mining 
expert’s opinion about the Kiskér coal mining owned by the Royal Pázmány 
Péter University of Sciences” can be mentioned (Szén 65/k; 1943). The detailed 
geological, mining and economic expertise prepared by mining engineers L. 
Schmidt and J. Pollner can be used as an instrumental example even by the 
today’s generation.

Gy . V igh , in his report “An appraisal of the lignite deposits in the Mátra 
foreland region” (Szén 53; 1939) predicts that the exploitable reserves of the 
Pannonian “earthy-ligneous” coal deposit might be amounting to 215 million 
tons. In the report “A geological checking-up of the estimate of iignite re
sources in the foreland to the Mátra Mts” (Szén 56; 1940) Z. Schréter pre
pared a study for the so far explored total area that can be worked by the 
given mining techniques (deep mining) and the water inrush hazards.

The industrial contractors were greatly interested in the fuel reserves and 
their workability of the re-attached regions. I. V itális related to this problem 
wrote the report “...on the explored and explorable coal deposits of Upper 
Northern Hungary” (C.VI.34; 1938). Just to mention a few localities, he expects 
the existence of workable coal deposits in the zone of Csákányháza, Fülek, 
Párkány, Zsély and in the vicinities of Toronya, Regmec, Ungvár, Munkács and 
Huszt.

Upon governmental request the Institute started a detailed geological map
ping in the reannexed regions. In their reports F. Szentes (T 1408/a) and Gy . 
Kulhay (T. 1408/b; 1939) mention Cretaceous-(?)Paleogene, Middle Miocene 
and Sarmatian coal deposits from the environs of Kalinfklva—Dombó, 
Neresznyice—Gánya, Visk—Velejte. The chief result of this work remained 
purely geological, since the coal found either was not workable or the shortness 
of the period of possessing these regions did not allow Hungarian venturers to 
take the necessary measures for opening mines.

The war conditions raised a special interest in petroleum and natural gas, 
and thus their exploration was carried out with a proper intensity. During this



period, on assignments by the Treasury, the Royal Hungarian Geological Insti
tute and private companies, moreover the legal successors of EUROGASCO 
possessing the concession earlier, MAORT (Hungarian—American Oil Com
pany) and MANAT (Hungarian—German Petroleum Company) did exploratory 
work.

The state explorations were performed on the basis of the previous con
cepts elaborated by the Royal Hungarian Geological Institute, parallel with the 
systematic geological mapping of the country. L. M ajzon’s study “The deep 
boreholes in the area of Bükkszék” (Gáz 32; 1939) is worth mentioning as 
having summarized the results of the micropaleontological study of 51 hy
drocarbon exploratory deep borehole sections around Bükkszék.

A comprehensive study was compiled by L. LÓCZY JR. “Geologischen Gu
tachten über die Kohlenwasserstoffmöglichkeiten des südöstlichen Teilen des 
Alföld in Rumpfungarn” (T 82; 1939)in which an account was given of the 
gas deposits and their types at Pusztaföldvár, Békés, Csorvás and Csanádapáca. 
Regarding the same author, the following study of his is also noteworthy: “An 
account of the main conclusions of the visit to the Geological Institute in 
Berlin and to the petroleum fields in Germany and proposal for the transferring 
the licences for the hydrocarbon exploration and production” (Ált. 58; 1939) 
that from the aspects of the Institute has still preserved its actuality.

MAORT was exploring and producing in S Transdanubia. An anonymous 
report (Gáz 34; 1938—1941) published 69 figured and descriptive profiles of 
the Budafa deep borehole. Another, also MAORT report (Gáz 35; ? 1940) in
cludes the profiles of seven deep boreholes" at Lovászi. In the Vend region (T 
91; 1941) and in Muraköz (T 92; 1942) mapping was carried out by L. 
Strausz definitely for the foundation and preparation of further petroleum ex
plorations.

MANÁT, in 1943—1944, studied the SSE frontier zone of the present-day 
national borders of the country. An anonymous report deals with the complete 
stratigraphical sequences, the oil-, gas condition and geophysical well-logging 
data of 29 boreholes deepened in the zone of Kismarja, Biharnagybajom, 
Körösszegapáti, Tótkomlós, Sándorfalva, Ferencszállás (Gáz 39/a). At the same 
time, upon the invitation of MANÁT, the Roland Eötvös Geophysical Institute 
carried out geophysical measurements in the Bajmok—Topolya—Zenta— 
Madaras—Tompa—Sándorfalva—Ferencszállás area. The drilling of the dis
covered structures was, however, hindered by the war conditions. Of the in
vestigations I. Bassó in his report “Bericht über der Resultate der Drehwaagen
messungen ausgeführt von dem Königl. Ung. Baron Lorand Eötvös Geophy
sikalischen Institut im Jahre 1942 im Bácska im Aufträge der Ungarisch—Deut
schen Erdölwerke GMBH” (Cf 81:, 1942) gave an account.

In the reannexed territories hydrocarbon exploration were carried our 
simultaneously with the geological mapping. F. Horusitzky, Gy . Wein (T 
1407/6; 1939) and F. Szentes (T. 1407/7; 1939) reported on the petroleum 
indications of Lubnya-Loh-Ti/c/ha and Kőrösmező, L. M ajzon, in his report 
“State-sponsored deep drilling activities in Transylvania” (Gáz 38/a; 1940—



1944) wrote on his Foraminifera studies of 31 borehole sections largely con
tributing to the determination of the stratigraphical conditions that was impor
tant as orientating the elaboration of the model of investigations.

For the investigation of the petroleum-bearing structures a gravity survey 
by torsion balance and gravimetric measurements were also carried out in the 
region. Of the results I. Brassó, T. Dombai and Gy. Banai reported (Cf. 45, 
81, 83, 85, 86; 1939—1944). An anonymous author discussed the subject “Min
ing products and mineral exploration possibilities in the areas reannexed as a 
result of the revision of the borders of Czechoslovakia” (Ált. 10; 1938—1939) 
dealing, first of all, with ore exploration. From the margin of the Gömör— 
Szepes Ore Mountains, from the neighbourhood of Csúcsom, Jászó and 
Krasznahorkaváralja the report mentioned the occurrence of antimony, man

ganese and copper ores. For the area of Jolsva and Pelsőc (ardó) the presence 
of vein-type zinc, lead and chromite ore deposits are mentioned. From Lad- 
amóc, copper ore is described by F. Szentes (T. 81; 1939). In the Hargita, A. 
Földvári made a search for mercury ore, and in Csíkmadaras he found cin
nabar with evidences of ancient mining (Ált. 13; 1943). The exploration of 
non-ferrous ores did not result in reserves of industrial size.

In the territory of the present-day Hungary, in order to supply the iron 
works with ore, explorations were renewed time and again. In 1942 I. V itális 
compiled a whole series of reports on the iron ore occurrences of Szokolya— 
Nógrád (Fe 22—27). The explorations following the traces of old mining opera
tions finally brought no results. Fig. 3 shows the extent of the exploration 
area. The report prepared by P. Rozlozsnik (Fe 19b; 1938) speaks of “ ...the 
possibilities of the iron ore occurrence at Bodvarákó and Tornaszentandrás”. 
The report concludes that “No workable mineral resources can be granted 
through a simple field survey in Hungary. Therefore every mining venturer 
should run the risks of investing money in exploration.” S. V itális’s report 
(Fe 21; 1941) deals with the Martony locality almost totally exploited by that 
time. In the reannexed territories of the country J. Noszky Jr. did mapping 
and searched for iron ore deposits in the S part of the Szepes—Gömör Ore 
Mts around Ájfalucska, Jászó, Jolsva and Krasznahorka (Fe 19a; 1939). On the 
hematitic iron ore occurrence found near Kassa, A. FöLDVÁRr reported (T 85; 
1939) emphasizing that the mining of this deposit can be started at once by 
continuing the former works done there. From the Bilke and Bród areas Gy. 
Kulhay (Fe 20a; 1939) mentions limonitic ore stating that it can be found in 
tuff deposited in water. The iron ore occurrences of Dolha, Zárnya and Gyilalja 
were studied by F. Papp writing two reports (T 81, T 1407/4; 1939). One of 
his ore samples, according to the analysis contained 64.7% Fe2Û3 , i.e. 45.25% 
iron. In 1943 mapping was carried out by Z. SCHRÉTER in the timely reannexed 
Transylvanian territories. It is documented by the report pair “... on the geo
logical study of the iron ore occurrences in the surroundings of Óharagos and 
Haragosalja” (Fe 28 and 72; 1943). A thin magnetite deposit was found in the 
area the geological of which are shown in Fig. 4.



Fig. 3. írón őre occurrences of Szokolya and Nógrád (after I. VITÁLIS, original scale: 1:75 000) 
3. ábra. Szokolya és Nógrád környékének vasérc előfordulásai, VITÁLIS I. szerint (eredeti ÍVÍ=

1:75 000)

In this period the demands for manganese ore were also increased. Beside 
the already known arid operated localities new sités were also studied. Man
ganese ore occurrences were also known from the Eger environment and it 
came into the foreground of interest in this period. Upon requests of the Min
istry of Industries the area was investigated by M. V endl (Mangán 15; 1938). 
In the same year I. V itális wrote a preliminary report “Manganese ore occur
rence in the Eger region” (Mangán 10; 1938). Then, as a continuation, I. VI
TÁLIS in his reports (Mangán 11, 12, 13; 1938) described the schedule and 
results of the investigations. Finally, due to the capricious mode of occurrence 
and prior quality rif the ore the area was abandoned.

Several bauxite localities had already been known and operated but the 
increasing demands required further investigations. The report compiled in the 
first period was written by Gy . V igh . “Report on the bauxite and basalts of 
the Kovács major area owned by the English^Hungarian Bank hear Diszel” 
(Bu 7; 1938) in which he concludes that both the basalt and the bauxite to 
be found here are of poor quality. R RozloZsnik (Bu 8; 1939) and I. V itális 
(Bű 9; 1939) wrote on the Nyirád and Perepuszta bauxite of Magyar Bauxite 
Mines Go. The first an estimation of (he mineral resources was . prepared, and, 
the second accounted for the necessity of a more precise reserve estimation



Fig. 4. Geological sketch map and profile of Paltinvölgy by Óharagos (after Z. SCHRÉTER) 
4. ábra. Az Óharagos környéki Paltinvolgy földtani térképvázlata és szelvénye, SCHRÉTER Z. szerint

and for the better determination of the ore quality with a detailed plan for 
drilling. '

The documents dealing with the exploration and production of the “Félix” 
mine at Diszel and the required permissions issued by the Inspection of the 
Mines are noteworthy and instructional for us even now (Bu 13; 1940).

Related to the investigations of nonmetallic minerals, I. V itális, prepared 
an expert opinion for the Hungarian Chemical Works Co. dealing with refrac
tory clay exploration (Tii.a. 7; 1938 and Tii.a. 8; 1941). In them he summarized 
the localities within the country and then those in the reannexed regions. Wit
hin the borders of the country, I. Ferenczi (Kaolin 11; 1938) and A. Földvári 
(Kaolin 12; 1938) made a prospécting on the kaolin deposit of Füzérradvány. 
A. Földvári gave also outlines for the further investigations required by re
serve estimation. S. V itális (Kaolin 14; 1939) described the geological con
dition of the kaolin occurrence of Szegi. By the assignment of the Ministry 
of Industries, G. Szurovy carried out mining-geological surveying necessary 
for a forthcoming exploration of the ore and kaolin deposits of Gyöngyössom- 
lyó. He concluded that neither the ore nor the kaolin were workable in the 
region (Kaolin 16; 1940).

In the reannexed parts of the country, A. L iffa studied some kaolin and 
refractory clay occurrences (Kaolin 15; 1940). The geological and mining geo
logical conditions of the kaolin and refractory clay occurrences of Dubrinics 
(Bercsényifalva) are shown oh Figs. 5 and 6.



Fig. 5. Geological sketch map of the vicinity of Dubrinics (Bercsényifalva) (plotted by A. LIFFÁ) 
5. ábra. Dubrinics (Bercsényifalva) környékének földtani térképvázlata, felvette: LlFFA A:

Fig. ö. Mining-geological map of the kaolin exposure at Dubrinics (Bercsényifalva) '
(after A. I.IFFA) -

iff. ábra. A dubrinicsi (Bercsényifalva) kaolin feltárás bányaföldtani térképe, LlFFA Á. szerint



In post-Trianon Hungary no rock salt deposits have remained to be ex-pló- 
ited. As in the case of other minerals, a search for rock salt was introduced, 
hoping also for the presence of oil around the salt, domes in Transylvania and 
Sub-Carpathia. A rock salt occurrence near Drágábártfalva was described by 
G y . K u lh a y  and T. Sz a l a i (Ált. 12; 1940) and by F. Sz e n t e s  (T 81; 1939) 
regarding Talabprfalva. T. Sz a l a i (T 85; 1940) dealt with the Kőrösmező oc
currence. In the director’s report L. L ó c z y  J r . (Ált. 13; 1943) the rock salt 
areas of Aknaszlatina and Aknasugatag were described.

The Department of Hydrogeology was perhaps the busiest section of the 
Institute playing an important role in obtaining a sounder knowledge of the 
hydrogeology of the country. L. M a r z s ó  carried out studies of artesian wells 
in Szekszárd and in its broader vicinity and also in Muraköz (T 1686; 1943). 
The gaseous artesian wells of Tiszántúl (The Trans-Tisza Region) were ex
amined by E. R. S c h m id t  (Ált. 11; 1939). All these .works contributed to the 
completion of the artesian well register of the country. In his expertise “Ther
mal water heating of the City Hall” L. L ó c z y  Í r . (T13868; 1943) described 
the geological conditions arid the water law problems rising therefrom. In the 
course öf the geological mapping hydrogeological observations were also made. 
I. F e r e n c z i mentions salty and sulphuric springs from Ladamóc, and F. P ávai 
Y a jn a  speaks of salty springs in the Léva-Ipolyszécsényke area (T 81; 1939). . 
Finding oil indications was the practical purpose of these observations.

Reports related to hydraulic construction can be also found in the Archives. 
In his expert’s opinion E. S c h e r f  (T 88; 1939) gives an account of the 
geological investigations performed in the region of the Tárackraszna barrage”, 
and in another expert opinion of his (Ált. 13; 1944) he speaks of the proposed 
location of the water dam at Visóvölgy. The idea of the constructing a dam 
by Tiszalök arose simultaneously. Of the. related work J. SÜMEGHY prepared a 
report. He called also the attention to the necessity of investigating carefully 
the expectable environmental impacts (T 76; 1938). The location of the. planned 
objects is shown in Fig. 7. •

In the concerned period also the soil-scientific rinapping was accelerated. 
The reports of L. Kreybig (T 5077; 1941) and L: LÓCZY’s JR. “Reports of 
the Director” sérve with the respective information.

Among the Iristitute’s work for practical purposes those belonging to the 
engineering géológy should also be mentioned. Among these, G. T e l e k i’s 
(Egyéb 15; 1938) “Geological expert’s report on the touristic utilization of the 
monks’ lodgings in Tihany” should be first mentioned. Referring to the land
slide hazards of the high banks he emphasized that the costs of the rescue 
operation of uncertain result might by far exceed the expected profit coming 
from tourism. It is well compleneted by L; Lóczy Jr. seems to have shared 
the former opinion in his “geological study” demanding that “the railway line 
and public road endangered by landslide hazard by Balatonkenese—Fűzfő shall 
be replaced into the lake”. In this case, instead of the construction of the 
technically almost unrealizable, extremely costly protected works, he suggested



Fig. 7. Lay out map of the objects of the Tiszalök Water Dam and its immediate surroun- . 
dings, from Report T 76 (Original scale: 1:10 000)

7. ábra A tiszalöki víztározó duzzasztó-műtárgyának és szőkébb környezetének helyszínrajza, a 
T 76 sz. jelentéséből (eredeti M=l:10 0Ó0)

applying a “passive defense”. The sliding of the high banks in 1942 is well 
shown in Fig. 8 (Fsz. 13; 1943).

As a special idea, S. J a s k ó ’s proposal (Egyéb 21; 1944) should be men
tioned here entitled as “Geological expert’s report on the utilization of the 
Mátyás-hegy (Mátyás Hill) caves as shelters against the bombings of air raids” 
with the description and map of the cave system (Fig. 9).

Speleological investigations are also interesting.. Ördög-lyuk (the Dévil’s 
Hole) at Tornagörgő and Csengőlyuk at Pelsőc were studied by H. K e s s l e r  in 
the Gömör-Torna karst region. Some 33 caves of the Homoródalmás ravine 
were investigated by J, K e r e k e s . In six caves he found phosphatic clay and 
bat guano in a quantity that is worth mining. Both of these investigations are 
recorded in the report (Ált. 13; 1943).

The reproductions of Figs. 2—9 in this study praises the work of M, 
PELLÉRDY and the author here would like to expressed his warmest thanks 
to her. '



Fig. 8. The railway line section between Balatonkenese and Fűzfő damaged by the landslide of 
1942, and a view of the zone of sliding by sections 419—421 (after L. LÓCZY JR.)

8. ábra. Az 1942-ben Balatonkenese és Fűzfő között bekövetkezett hegyomlástól megrongált pá-■ 
lyaszakasz és csuszamlás látképe a 419—421 szelvényeknél, if. LÓCZY L. felvétele

Fig. 9. Máp of the Mátyáshegy cave system, and the typical cross section of its caves (after
, S. JASKÓ) . • 1

9. ábra. .A Mátyáshegyi-barlang térképe és üregeinek jellegzetes keresztmetszete, JASKÓ S. szerint
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T á r g y s z a v a k :  Területi- kutatási jelentés, tudománytörténet, adattár

Ez a cikk a hatodik tagja az e tárgyban Vitális Gy. (1988; 1989; 1990) 
által indított újszerű, majd Szentirmai I. (1991; 1992) által folytatott módsze
res adattári feltáró munkából származó közleményeknek.

Ez esetben egy történelmileg szűkre szabott, de a földtani kutatásban gaz
dag időszak fontosabb jelentéseit tekintjük át.

Az állami és magántőke érdeklődése a megnagyobbodott országterület ás
ványkincsei iránt a visszatért részeken intenzív tudományos és gyakorlati mun
kára ösztönözte a földtan művelőit.

Mindamellett a mai Magyarország területének kutatását sem hanyagolták 
el. A válogatott jelentésekből és a válogatáshoz szükségképpen tanulmányozott 
jelentésanyagból világosan kitűnik, hogy a mai határokon belül a ma is ren
delkezésre álló energiahordozókat és nyersanyagokat egyaránt kutatták. A 
visszacsatolt országrészek viszonylagos ismeretlensége nagyobb reményekkel ke
csegtetett, ezért ott a kutatás intenzívebb volt.




